10 This research classifies the physical morphology (form and structure) of bioaerosols
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their dispersal (Levetin, 1995; Madelin and Johnson, 1992; McCartney, 1994;  
Materials and Methods

82
Bioaerosols were initially sampled under controlled experimental conditions, with 83 samples being analysed using SEM and through traditional culture techniques.
84
These results confirmed the suitability of SEM as an analysis method and the 
Site sampling techniques
89
Samples were collected from a composting facility from a windrow (static source) 90 using a wind tunnel and from agitation activities as described below (Jiang and Kaye, 
Particle size distribution and characterisation
137
In this study, particles observed were classified as small (0.5 -1 µm) and large cells The majority of the particles, both single and aggregated cells, were spherical in 236 nature with an aspect ratio of 1 ( Figure 5 ). Gregory (1973) showed that the falling 237 rate of a particle due to gravitational forces is proportional to the square of its radius.
238
Furthermore, non-spherically shaped particles might fall more slowly due to an 239 increased surface drag that would result in a delay in deposition (Lacey, 1991; 240 McCartney, 1994; Levetin, 1995) . Therefore, as the majority of particles observed in 241 this study were spherical or almost spherical (aspect ratio 1 to 1.5), the effects of 242 surface drag on bioaerosols is proposed to be minimal. SEM is able to provide accurate and detailed information on particle surface and physical 
